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Year 2013 Predictions by Dr. Rakesh Kumar

Hello friends,
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& and his WBAI 99.5 FM Radio Program on Dec 31s t 2013, hosted by Kathy Davis

I wish you all a very Happy New Year, and pray that this New Year brings prosperity and peace to America and
to the world.

In my earlier newsletters, I had predicted that Barack Obama would win the elections and he won. I had also
assured everyone that the world will not end on December 21st 2012, and that I would be speaking on the radio
on New Year's eve, and so here I am!

In my newsletters dated July 4th and August 20th 2012, I had predicted that Hillary Clinton would have some
health problems related to blood, that she may have to undergo surgery, and that she would have to leave her
office. All of you must have heard that Hillary Clinton is in hospital for blood clotting and she has resigned from
her post.

Now let’s see how the planets are placed as of today, December 31st 2012.

w

Sun is in Sagittarius with Mercury, Mars is in Capricorn, Ketu is in Aries, Jupiter in Taurus, Moon in Leo, Saturn
and Rahu are together in Libra, and Venus in Scorpio. Venus will be moving into Sagittarius on January 4th 2013
with Sun and Mercury.

w

w

Of the slow moving planets, the planet Saturn moved into Libra in September, and Rahu and Ketu moved recently
on December 24th after one and a half years. As per America’s chart, until January 15th, there could be some
financial and health relates issues that the government will be challenged with. Some sort of resolution or
agreements will be signed or settled after mid January. Until January 28th there could be some concerns about
transportation and fares.

The full Moon on January 26th may cause some heavy weather conditions. Means of communications may get
affected and there may be some new kind of Virus that may affect people. Mars also moves into Aquarius in
January 25th which may in fact ease out some situations for the government.
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The financial situation for the country will start climbing up, and from June / July of 2013 things will really pick up.
Even the war situations will get relaxed and America will start seeing better times again.

From Mid January to mid February, President Barack Obama will be really stressed out due to opposition from
the house, his own health conditions, and may also have to deal with some of his family health situations. He
may suffer from Hypertension. Michelle Obama will also be on her nerves and may get some stomach problems
or something related to her reproductive system.
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President Barack Obama will lead the country alright, and until June/July 2013 he will make some very important
international connections and will sort out some old problems for good. This will be very good for America. I had
said this earlier, and am saying it again; Barack Obama has a weak Venus and has an evil eye of Ketu.
Therefore, he should wear a White Sapphire and a Cat’s eye to balance out these planetary energies. His Moon
sign is Taurus and Jupiter is transiting his moon now.

Now let’s see how the planets are going to affect individuals.

Although we do have to see all 9 planets, the 27 constellations and the 12 zodiac signs where these planets and
stars are placed, nevertheless a general influence on basis of the Moon sign can be predicted.

Those who are born with the Moon in Aries and Libra will be facing uncertain situations in their lives. This relates
to their career as well as their home front. They may get mentally tired and may also be susceptible to colds, flu
and allergies. It would be better for them to stay away from water and not get wet in rains. Although Aries people
will be OK, as far as their work area is concerned, for the next 6 months. They may also have to face some
challenges on account of their parents. For Libra signs, there will be relief from June onwards.

The Taurus Moon signs have a good run and will continue for the next 6 months. They will have general good
fortune and will succeed in their attempts. The only thing that might bother them is health.

w

w

For Gemini Moon signs, finances, partnerships and relationships will come under bad weather. But nothing is
forever and soon, this too shall pass. From the middle of the year onwards, they will see some favorable changes
in their lives.

w

Those who have the Moon signs of Cancer and Sagittarius will also be under some mental and emotional stress
due to the influence of the planet Saturn. But they will have good luck with relationships/partnerships or marriage.
For the Cancer signs, it is a good time to accomplish higher education and some may have children or get
happiness from their children. So they should make the most of it during the first half of the year.

Those with Moon in Leo may have some concerns about children or some problem relating to their stomach
area. But otherwise, they will have a good year. They too will get lucky with love and relationships. They will
overcome any ill health or any litigation. From the middle of the year onwards and throughout the later part of the
https://mail.google.com/mail/ca/u/0/?ui=2&ik=7eebc716cf &v iew=pt&search=inbox&msg=13bf 90843c8c…
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year, they will get help and support from their near and dear ones.

Moon signs of Virgo are under the seven and a half year Saturn cycle and may have to change residence, or
may face some problem on the home front. They should also take care of their bones and teeth. But in matters of
money there should be no problem. Education may be difficult but from July of 2014, they will start doing great.
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Those who have the moon sign of Scorpio should save their money and not overspend. These times may be
financially stringent for them so better to save now. The Scorpio Moon signs have started their seven and a half
year cycle of Saturn and therefore should not be carefree. From the summer onwards, things will be good for
them.

Sagittarius moon signs may have to watch out for their diets as they may be susceptible to food poisoning or
parasites. They may also have some altercations with friends and children and friendships may part. So it would
be better to watch yourself for a while. One simple solution: “Bend the Body, Mend the Mind, and end the
Senses.” Here bend the body means exercise or yoga. Mend the mind means to control one’s anger and ego,
and end the senses means to control desire and expectations.

Capricorn signs may have to face challenges at work from their associates and also may not have much
togetherness, time or harmony with their spouses. This could be personal or circumstantial. I would advise them
to deal with the situations with patience and wisdom. Matters would get better after the winter gets over.

For the Aquarians, the time is generally good and will get even better from the summer.

For those under the moon sign of Pisces, there may be difficult work conditions and may have to change or let go
of work or change of work place. There may also be financial challenges, so they should also save during these
winters of their lives.

w

I would advise everyone to do special prayers on Saturdays, first thing in the morning before they eat anything.
Prayers, mantras and spiritual invocations have lots of power to protect and to preserve. They also open out
many positive areas in our lives. You could also do a simple 2 minute prayer from your heart and talk to God,
asking Him to protect you from the negative influences of the planet Saturn.

w

w

There are also some astrological gemstones that help in overcoming our challenges and enhancing the best
areas in our lives. Then there are Ayurvedic Natural Herbs which can be used to overcome health issues. These
Herbals remedies are absolutely safe and have no side effects whatsoever. And they are quite easily affordable
for common man and the best alternative for those who do not have health insurance.

For more information about the Herbal Supplements, you may log on to www.saiherbals.com and for more
information about the astrological information, you may log on to www.ishwarcenter.org. You may also call the
number 718-429-1892 for personal appointments.
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Regards,
Dr Rakesh Kumar
Chairman

w

w

w
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